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sends a red signal when the fence is triggered. Luckily we had
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peasy 4 week process getting from the "chicken pasture" to the
tarmac to the end of the driveway! This turned out to be a great
learning experience, I'm sure I'll think of other things to try next
year and this is definitely something I'd recommend to any other

farmers out there.Two Week Follow-Up In less than two weeks after
their son Noah died, the Weber family says his life should still be
celebrated. "He's never going to grow old enough to feel pain or

sadness or any of that," said Kelly Weber, Noah's mother. "We don't
want anyone else to feel that way." Ivan Weber, the youngest of the

couple's three sons, was only 9 years old when he was killed in a
van crash in January. At the time, the family was still in shock over

his loss, and says they're not ready for it to end. "I want to
remember his life and what he did in it, and I don't want to move

on," Kelly Weber said. "I want to hang on to that." Weber's parents
asked for their last wish be to celebrate their son's life in his

memory. So, to do that, they're going to throw a party for him on
July 19. "It's just a way to bring 0cc13bf012
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In this erotic short story, Pete dreams of paradise and finds a new
love in the person who awoke. Beautiful and passionate, the love

that he.Q: `state` to `state$` / `state$` in Cox regression model? A
common term used in Cox regression is to say that we want to

force the time transformation and use the risk score(state) of the
future values as time-dependent covariate. For example, say that
we want to study an event A which happens in the future and our

study is made of $N$ individuals. We can keep track of the event A
of each individual, then build a coxph function with risk score of

event A as a time dependent covariate. Is there a way to make the
risk score of state equal to risk score of state$? I am trying to use
cox function in R, but I cannot seem to get the risk score of the

future event to work, unless I include the event indicator as a time-
dependent covariate like the following: library(survival)

library(survivalROC) # make up the simulated data event =
runif(100) set.seed(0) n = 100 t0 = 1000 deaths =

(runif(100,0,1)>0) cohort = data.frame(sex=rep(c(1,2),each=50),a
ge=rep(1:50,each=10),event=rep(0,50),deaths=runif(100,0,1)) #

variables for modeling age = factor(cohort$age) event =
factor(cohort$event) sex = factor(cohort$sex) str(cohort) # get the

distribution of the time to event curve survfit1 =
survfit(surv.expo(surv.inf,sex,age,event)~1) # show that the time

is right skewed plot(survfit1, type="l", lty=2) # show that there are
15 deaths in the future plot(survfit1, type="l") # fit a cox model

with the time to event curve used as time-dependent covariate cr1
= coxph(surv.expo(surv.inf,sex,age,event)~
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